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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
FOR THE YEAR 1885.
The Trustees of the AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
present this their Seventeenth Annual Report to the Patrons, Fel-
lows and Members of the Museum.
The Treasurer's account shows the receipts of the year to have
been $89,966.54. This includes the generous bequest of $50,000
made by the late Wm. H. Vanderbilt, and $3,586.80 contributed
by Miss Catharine L. Wolfe for the purchase of works on Conch-
ology to supplement her former gift to the Library. Also
$I,500 given by Mrs. Robert L. Stuart toward the purchase of
the " Bailey " Collection of Birds' Nests and Eggs, and $8,60o
paid by the Trustees to make up the deficiency in maintaining
the Museum.
The expenditures were $30,508.80 for maintenance, and
$6,054. i6 for improvements and additions to the collections, while
$50,937.50 was carried to the Endowment Fund.
The purchases include the " Bailey" Collection of Birds' Nests
and Eggs; a group of ostriches, comprising male, female and young;
38 specimens of American birds; 41 specimens of American
mammals, and I2 specimens of monkeys, all filling conspicuous
deficiencies in these collections; also 56 geological specimens to
illustrate the series figured in Dana's Afanual, and 65 volumes of
necessary books for the Library.
'[he additions to the Museum by donation and exchange will
be found in detail in the list of accessions appended. They
show a gratifying increase in both the number and value of the
specimens.
The work accomplished and in progress in the Museum during
the past year may be best summarized by extracts from the reports
of the different Curators, as follows:
GEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
PALJEONTOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS.-During the past year
much time has been spent in labeling and arranging these collec-
8tions, more especially those of the Coal Measures, Triassic, Creta-
ceous and Eocene Tertiary; the labels being mostly full labels,
for permanent use, bearing all the information necessary for ex-
hibition purposes. This work has progressed to near the end of
the Eocene, in Section i i, Case P, with the exception of parting
strips in the latter formation. A few donations have been received,
and some additions obtained in exchange for labeling done for
other parties. These will be found mentioned under their proper
heads.
" Dana's Manual Series.-An attempt was made during the
year, to get together, by purchase and by selection from the
European collection of fossils in the Museum, a representation of
the European series of fossils represented in Dana's Manual of
Geology. Of those placed in the cases to represent this part of
the series, there are now present 75 species, represented by 102
specimens; of these 49 species, 56 specimens were purchased for
this purpose, leaving 26 species; 46 specimens added from the
Museum collections, besides several species which are represented
by large individual specimens in the cases, too large to be arranged
with the regular series. This illustrates 75 species in the collec-
tion against about 154 species illustrated of the European series
in the Manual. The remainder are mostly species, specimens of
which are difficult to obtain, or very expensive.
"MINERALOGICAL COLLECTION.-The time spent on this col-
lection during the year has been chiefly in numbering and record-
ing the specimens in the form of a catalogue. The number
assigned to the mineral species being that given it in Dana's
System of Mineralogy. This is placed upon the specimen and
upon the label, and entered in a catalogue where the specimen is
described; a letter is also placed upon the ticket of each in-
dividual specimen of the species, indicating its locality. This
work has been accomplished over more than half the collection,
and is of such a nature as to be used for a printed catalogue, if
required. This collection has also received several valuable
additions during the year, both by purchase and donation. Among
the former may be mentioned two beautiful groups of crystals of
stibnite from Japan, and a small and peculiar meteorite from the
Esterville, Iowa, fall. Of the latter series, the beautiful mala-
chites and azurites from the Copper Queen Mining Co., through
W. E. Dodge, Esq., deserve special notice.
"CONCHOLOGICAL COLLECTION.-The collections in this depart-
ment have progressed but little in the way of arrangement and
labeling, owing principally to the sickness of Mr. Sanderson
Smith. This season, however, he is in better health, and there is
a probability of greater progress.
9"GUIDE TO THE GEOLOGICAL HALL.-A new guide to the col-
lections in this department was prepared early in the year. Being
much larger than the first, and illustrated, it has met with a better
reception. During the time it has been on sale, nearly nine
months, there have been over four hundred copies sold in the
building.
" BULLETIN No. 6, consisting of three palkontological articles,
prepared in this department, was published early in October."
DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS AND MAMMALS.
[Mr. J. A. Alleni, formerly Curator of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge,
Mass., assumed charge of this department on the Ist of May.]
"On taking charge of this department in May last, a careful ex-
amination of the collections of both mammals and birds was made
with reference to their extent and condition of preservation. It
was gratifying to find them not only so rich and valuable as re-
gards material, but thoroughly free from insect pests. In neat-
ness of arrangement, in the character of the specimens, as regards
the mounting, and in the number of the species represented,
these collections rank easily among the first in the country. The
collection of mammals numbers not far from one thousand
mounted skins, and about three hundred mounted skeletons. Its
noteworthy features are the very large series of the monkeys of
the world-by far the finest in America-and the nearly complete
series of the mammals of North America. The perfection of these
two groups has already been made a specialty, and measures have
been taken to supply the few remaining deficincies in each.
" The collection of birds numbers not far from ten thousand
mounted specimens, and about three thousand unmounted skins,
besides several hundred mounted skeletons. The series of North
American birds, which has been made a specialty, is practically
complete, nearly every procurable species being represented, while
the few still lacking will be soon supplied.
"Tbhis department also includes a very large collection of nests
and eggs, recently purchased of Mr. H. B. Bailey. This collec-
tion was brought together with very great care, and ranks as one
of the finest and most valuable in the country. In addition to
the Bailey Collection, many valuable specimens have been derived
from other sources, including a valuable contribution from Dr.
Edgar A. Mearns, U. S. A.
" Before proceeding to a statement of what has been done in
the way of work on the collections, it may not be out of place to
refer briefly to some of the needs of this department, in the hope
that such a reference may lead some of the many friends of the
Museum to take liberal measures to supply them. Although these
collections are so large, and in general so satisfactory, they still
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present deficiencies, several prominent types of mammals, for ex-
ample, being wholly unrepresented. It is consequently desirable
that means be provided soon to supply the much needed addi-
tions. There are also some important gaps in the series of birds,
which should be filled as promptly as possible.
" The foregoing remarks relate exclusively to the exhibition
collections. But a great natural history museum has a two-fold
purpose to subserve: the instruction of the public, and the educa-
cation of students who desire a more intimate acquaintance with
specimens than can be acquired by viewing them as displayed in
the cases of the exhibition halls. In respect to the first, so far as
the present department is concerned, few public museums are
better equipped; nor has the second purpose been overlooked
by the management of the Museum, provision having been already
made for a study collection for the use of students and specialists.
There is now a good nucleus for a study collection of birds, but
it needs supplementing to a large extent in order to bring this
very important educational feature of the department to a proper
standard of efficiency, or to place it on a level with the exhibition
collections. The expenditure of a few thousand dollars on the
study collection of birds would suffice to make this Museum an
authority second to none on all that relates to North American
ornithology. I speak of North American birds particularly in
this connection, believing it sound policy to develop our resources
and usefulness in certain special lines rather than to diffuse our
energies over the general field, with the necessary result of ob-
taining only mediocrity instead of distinguishing excellence in a
more limited range. And certainly our own native animals are
deserving of first attention.
" A study collection of North American mammals is equally
desirable, and even more important, from the fact that such a
collection is more difficult to acquire, and hence would prove
correspondingly more useful. At present, hlowever, it cannot be
said that we have ever a nucleus for such a collection. In view
of the interest in all educational projects, and the liberality so
characteristic of many of the wealthy citizens of this city, it would
seem that the mere mention of these needs should go far toward
supplying the remedy.
"' Another serious and even imperative want is the need of more
space for the proper display of the objects already in the exhibi-
tion cases, which is already inadequate, and must become more so
from year to year, with the natural growth of the collections, till
additional room is secured by an extension of the Museum build-
ing.
" MAMMALS.-Much time has been devoted to work on the col-
lection of mammals. Many of the cases in the lower hall con-
taining the mammals were found to be very much crowded, and
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in order to utilize to the best advantage the very inadequate space
now allotted to the collections, additional shelves were inserted
wherever possible, and the vertical partitions were removed when
necessary. In some of the cases the specimens are still so
crowded that only a part can be well seen, while it is impossible to
place many others so that the labels can be read. The catalogu-
ing and critical identification of this part of the collection has
thus far occupied the greater part of my time, but this work is
now finished. Each specimen has been carefully determined, and
its full history, so far as known, entered in the catalogue book.
Labels have been prepared for the whole collection, two-thirds of
which are already in position; the rest are now being printed,
and will be put in place in a few weeks.
" The work of identification was greatly retarded, and to some
extent rendered unsatisfactory, by the lack of many important
works of reference, owing to which lack I have failed to satisfac-
torily identify about five per cent. of the mammals thus far studied.
"I may add, that in working up the collection, I have found many
valuable type specimens, respecting which, and others of special
interest, I have made notes that may form the basis of a short
paper for the Museum ' Bulletin' on the collection of mammals
when there is means to publish it.
" I have thus far referred only to the mammals in the Lower
Hall. The large collection of monkeys on the bird floor still
remains to be catalogued and labeled, in order to complete the
work on the mammals.
" BIRDS.-I have as yet done no systematic work on the exhibi-
tion collection of birds. The Study Collection was early brought
together, and placed in the Curator's room, and has since been
assorted and arranged preparatory to cataloguing.
" Through kind assistance gratuitously rendered by Dr. A. K.
Fisher, of Sing Sing, and Mr. J. Dwight, Jr., of this city, nearly
500 specimens-including the whole of the Elliot Collection-
have been catalogued and labeled. Mr. Bailey has worked
assiduously on the collection of nests andegs, which he has arranged
in systematic order, placing the eggs in neatly cotton-lined paper
trays, and the nests in suitable drawers in the cabinets provided
for the collection. He has also catalogued the North American
portion of the collection, and will catalogue the rest as soon as
he receives the catalogue book, which has been ordered for the
exotic part of the collection. As soon as labels are provided, he
will proceed to label the whole collection. An order has been
given for the construction of four cases in the alcoves of the bird
floor, for the public exhibition of a portion of the nests and eggs.
The cases are being constructed with cabinets of drawers beneath,
for the storage of the reserve collection, which, when these cases
are finished, will be removed from the Curator's room to these
cabinets, giving some much needed space for the storage of birds.
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"Mr. Geo. B. Sennett's Collection, now on deposit at the
Museum, is a very important addition to the scientific resources
of the institution, and has already proved of great usefulness to
the Curator of this department, to whom it is as freely accessible
as if it were the property of the Museum. The collection is not
only important as a general study collection of North American
birds, but especially so on account of the very large series of rare
Texas birds and birds' eggs it contains. As will be seen from the
list of donations appended, Mr. Sennett has contributed a number
of rare species of birds and mammals to our North American
desiderata.
"OSTEOLOGICAL COLLECTION.-The mounted skeletons of
mammals and birds, formerly kept in separate cases by themselves,
have been distributed through the exhibition collections of
mounted skins. In this way the cases. occupied by the skeletons
have become available for other uses, while the skeletons them-
selves are so arranged that they may be directly compared with
the mounted skins of the same species. The collection of skulls
and unmounted skeletons have been cleaned and catalogued, and
cases having been fitted up for them on the stair-landing, the only
available space, the collection is now secure from deterioration
and conveniently accessible for use. The utility of skulls and
skeletons is so great in the study of mammals that no opportunity
to increase this collection should be neglected.
The Curator would here add that he feels greatly the need of
assistance. He is sure of some volunteer aid from some of the
young ornithologists of this city-excellent in quality, but wholly
fortuitous, and therefore uncertain. If means could be made
available for temporary assistance, when most needed, it would
greatly expedite the work of the department. The Curator would
also again call attention to the serious degree to which he is crip-
pled in his work by the lack of important works of reference
relating to birds and mammals, and would urge the meeting of
this deficiency with the least possible delay."
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ZOOLOGY.
"At the time the collections were removed from the Arsenal to
the new building in Manhattan Square, the several departments
were represented so largely in specimens, no provision could be
made for the department of Marine Zoology. This being true
at the early period of the occupation of the new Museum building,
it follows that the rapidly increasing material in all departments
contributed practically to exclude it indefinitely from public
exhibition.
"An exceptionally fine collection of corals of Florida and West
Indies, as well as those of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, had
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become the property of the Museum. Also, an interesting and
valuable display of sponges and the kindred beautiful forms, re-
mained without provision in the new building.
" One of the many examples of exhibitions planned at this time
consisted of a collection of commercial sponges, showing their
economic value, as well as technical relations.
" The Fish Commission had presented most valuable material,
the results of their dredgings on the North Atlantic coast.
"The large collection of fishes and reptiles in alcohol, and the
most valuable one of mounted fishes and reptiles, purchased of
Prince Maximilian, of Nieu Wied, Germany, remained stored at
the Arsenal, unprovided at the new building with room for public
exhibition.
" Besides these, great numbers of crustaceans, echinoderms and
others of the lower forms of invertebrates remain in bulk, wholly
out of sight of the public.
"Regarding the great degree of unfamiliarity prevailing, as to
the nature of the vast numbers of our indigenous marine inver-
tebrates, it is of the first importance that suitable room be assigned
for their display. Indeed, the lack of exhibition space at the
present time seriously endangers the proper growth of the depart-
ment embracing such forms. The exceptional opportunities for
collecting, generously accorded the Museum by the Fish Com-
mission, are now of rare value, and not likely to occur again.
" In view of the manifestly unsafe situation of our collections
stored at the Arsenal, it was thought wise to remove most of them,
even though they be stored in the basement of the new building,
and bestowed temporarily in cases which will soon be impera-
tively demanded for legitimate purposes of the respective halls.
" It will thus be seen that one whole, and a very important
department of the Museum, embracing at present reptiles, batra-
chians and fishes, insects, crustaceans, mollusca, in alcohol, and
the innumerable forms of lower invertebrates is practically ex-
cluded from suitable public exhibition. Perhaps a more definite
idea of the importance of this exclusion may be obtained by
stating that the above are embraced technically under every grand
branch of the animal kingdom; the birds and mammals of one of
the branches being the only exceptions to a complete summary.
" The collection of corals has been increased by a most im-
portant and beautiful gift from Percy R. Pyne, Esq., consisting
of rare and exceptionally fine species from the Pacific Ocean.
" These have been placed on exhibition for the present in cases
in the Hall of Mammals. The species have been named, and
suitable labels attached.
" The collections of crustaceans, sponges and others have also
been placed in the same locality.
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" Besides the label attached to species, giving the name, tech-
nical name, and locality, other and larger labels are placed among
the groups, explaining their nature and relations to others. This
is an epitome of what is planned for the contents of a visitors'
guide book, which, with some illustrations, is especially desirable.
"The larger Maximilian Collections of reptiles and fishes in
alcohol, the mounted reptiles and fishes, and the invertebrates, in
alcohol, having been named many years since, the very desirable
task of identification and re-naming has been in progress, and will
continue, in connection with other work, with reference to public
exhibition, and the final cataloguing of species.
" A very considerable collection of duplicate specimens of
Florida corals, in excellent form, remains for disposal by exchange
or otherwise.
" A large collection of specimens of insects have for some time
been stored in the somewhat unsuitable drawers used at the
Arsenal. These have been removed to other and safer drawers,
and placed in the Curator's room for greater security.
"T'he larger portion of the insects are handsomely displayed
on the walls of the Hall of Birds."
LIBRARY.
"The additions to the Library, through various means, have
been very satisfactory this year. The books and pamphlets
received have amounted to-volumes, 396; Nos. and parts, 523;
pamphlets, 38I.
By Application .. ...... [t0 Vols. i9o Nos. and Parts. 6i Pamphlets.
Exchange (Bulletin) . . 23 220 127
I (Duplicates). 34 " 23
Donation ........ I64 1"03 1"70
Purchase . 65 10
Total 396 523 " 38I
Number of volumes in Library, Bound. Unbound. Nos. and Parts. Pamphlets.
January Ist, i885. 3,412 ,115 1,458 2,67I
Added during the year 282 114 523 38I
Total todate.3,694 1,229 1,981 3,052
"Bulletin No. 6, issued October ioth, I885; of these and Nos.
IS 2, 3, 4, 5, there has been distributed this year 446 copies. The
exchanges received for the same are equal to any previous year.
" The most important journals and proceedings that are in con-
stant use should be bound; also the new books, for there is danger
of losing parts and plates. I hope sufficient money will be pro-
vided for this purpose. I would also like to have cases built at
the North end of the next room for the accommodation of Miss
Wolfe's gift. We have already received one instalment."
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'rHE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
"The room used for the lecture hall, the only available room
in the building, is not large enough for the increasing demand for
admission by the city teachers. It will comfortably accommodate
about 3oo, a very small proportion of the 3,000 teachers of the
city. With sufficient accommodation, it is probable that at least
a thousand would be in regular attendance. On several occasions
during the autumn just closed, from Ioo to 150 teachers provided
with tickets of admission (only a selected number being thus
provided), were unable to gain admittance for want of room."
A reading of these reports will make it apparent how much the
want of additional space both for exhibition and storage purposes
is felt in all the departments. We have now arrived to the point
where an additional building is imperatively demanded. The
present structure is full to overflowing, and many interesting and
important collections have to be kept in their boxes unpacked for
want of space to exhibit them, and not even storage room remains
for the specimens that may be offered. Unless we soon have
another wing to our building, we fear the usefulness of the insti-
tution will be seriously retarded. It is calculated that by the
time another wing can be erected, we will have accumulated
enough material to more than fill the entire structure.
Strenuous efforts were made during the year to secure an ap-
propriation for this purpose. The Trustees, in conjunction with
the Commissioners of the Department of Public Parks, appeared
before the Board of Estimate and Apportionment with that
object in view, and up to the close of the year had hoped that
their efforts had been successful. The appropriation, however,
was not granted, and the embarrassment to the Museum and the
public for want of a larger lecture hall and additional exhibition
space still continues, and becomes greater with each day's delay.
MORRIS K. JESUP,
President.
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, in account
RECEIPTS.
Balance from I884 account,
From the estate of Wm. H. Vanderbilt,
Miss Catharine L. Wolfe,
Mrs. Robert L. Stuart,
Morris K. Jesup,
James M. Constable,
Percy R. Pyne,
Adrian Iselin,
John B. Trevor,
Heber R. Bishop,
D. 0. Mills, .
Hugh Auchincloss,
C. Vanderbilt,
J. Pierpont Morgan,
The estate of Robert Colgate,
Chas. G. Landon,
William E. Dodge,
Charles Lanier,
Hon. Abram S. Hewitt,
Joseph H. Choate,
Oliver Harriman,
Benjamin H. Field,
Harvey S. Ladew,
John Wolfe,
D. B. Ivison,
Mrs. A. 0. Osborn,
W. H. Beadleston,
''The State Superintendent of
Public Instruction,
The sale of Guides,
Interest on Invested Funds,
"The Department of Public Parks
and Annual Members,
*$ 242 68
50,000 00
3,586 8o
1,500 00
6oo oo
6oo oo
6oo oo
6oo oo
600 oo
600 oo
600 oo
600 oo
600 oo
600 00
600 00
300 00
300 00
300 00
300 00
300 00
300 00
200 00
100 00
100 00
1- 00
100 00
IOO 00
6,727 95
1I83 05
300 00
18,326 o6
$89,966 54
Examined PERCY R. PYNE, Auditing
and approved, I CHARLES LANIER, C'ommittee.
1885.
with J. PIERPONT MORGAN, TREASURER.
EXPENDITURES.
Paid for Salaries,
Labor,
Building cases and repairs on building,
Coal,
Supplies,
Publishing Bulletin and Annual Report,
Printing Guides,
Printing and Stationery,
Reception,
Labels,
Advertising,
Postage and Car Fare,
Poison and Sundries,
Expressage, Traveling, and Custom
House Expenses,
Architect's bill,
Interest on debit balances, I885,
Purchased Collection of Birds' Nest and Eggs,
Birds and Mammals purchased,
Geological and Mineralogical Specimens purchased,
Reptile Department, Specimens purchased,
Botanical Department, Improvements
to the Collection,'
Books and Periodicals purchased,
Purchased Bonds for the " Permanent En-
dowment Fund,"
* $I8,456 70
5,429 I5
2,477 89
586 50
273 79
484 75
768 88
294 39
571 52
209 75
* 17199
255 94
I7 48
172 17
o25000
87 90
$30,508 80
$2,000 00
2,410 57
414 65
40 00
50 00
1,138 94
$6,054 i6
50,937 50
$87,5oo 46
Balance carried to i886 account, 2,466 o8
$89,966 54
[E. & 0. E.] NEW YORK, January 28, I886.
J. PIERPONT MORGAN, Treasurer.
I885.
INCORPORATION.
AN ACT
TO INCORPORATE THE
American Museum of Natural History,
Passed April 6, 1869.
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and
Assembly, do enact as follows:
SECTION I. John David Wolfe, Robert Colgate, Benjamin H.
Field, Robert L. Stuart, Adrian Iselin, Benjamin B. Sherman,
William A. Haines, Theodore Roosevelt, Howard Potter, William
T. Blodgett, Morris K. Jesup, D. Jackson Steward, J. Pierpont
Morgan, A. G. P. Dodge, Charles A. Dana, Joseph H. Choate,
and Henry Parish, and such persons as may hereafter become
members of the corporation hereby created, are hereby created a
body corporate, by the name of "The American Museum of
Natural History," to be located in the City of New York, for the
purpose of establishing and maintaining in said city a Museum
and Library of Natural History; of encouraging and developing
the study of Natural Science; of advancing the general knowl-
edge of kindred subjects, and to that end of furnishing popular
instruction and recreation.
§ 2. Said Corporation shall have power to make and adopt a
Constitution and By-Laws, and to make rules and regulations for
the admission, suspension, and expulsion of its members, and
their government, the number and election of its officers, and to
define their duties, and for the safe keeping of its property, and,
from time to time, to alter and modify such Constitution, By-
Laws, Rules, and Regulations. Until an election shall be held
pursuant to such Constitution and By-Laws, the persons named
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in the first section of this Act shall be, and are hereby declared
to be the Trustees and Managers of said Corporation and its
property.
§ 3. Said Corporation may purchase and hold, or lease any
real and personal estate necessary and proper for the purposes of
its incorporation, provided they shall not hold real estate which
shall exceed one hundred thousand dollars in value.
§ 4. Said Corporation shall possess the general powers, and be
subject to the restrictions and liabilities prescribed in the Third
Title of the Eighteenth Chapter of the First Part of the Revised
Statutes.
§ 5. This Act shall take effect immediately.
STATE OF NEW YORK, SOFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE. S
I have compared the preceding with the original law on file in this office,
and do hereby certify that the same is a correct transcript therefrom, and of the
whole of said original law.
Given under my hand and seal of office at the City of Albany,
[L. S.] this fourteenth day of April, in the year one thousand eight
hundred and sixty-nine.
D. WILLERS, JR., Deputy Secretary of State.
CONSTITUTION
OF THE
American Museum of Natural History,
IN THE CITY OF NEW YORK.
ARTICLE I.
This Corporation shall be styled the AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY.
ARTICLE II.
The several persons named in the charter, and such others as
they may add to their number, which shall not exceed twenty-
five in all at one time, shall be the Trustees to manage the affairs,
property, and business of the Corporation, and in case of the
death, accepted resignation, or removal from the State of any
Trustee, a new Trustee shall be elected to fill his place by the
remaining Trustees; but no election of a Trustee shall be held
except at a quarterly meeting of the Trustees, on written notice
of not less than one week, specifying that such election is to be
held, and the vacancy which is to be filled; and every election of
Trustees shall be by ballot, and no person shall be deemed to be
elected a Trustee unless he shall receive the votes of at least
three-fourths of the Trustees present.
ARTICLE III.
The Trustees shall meet quarterly, on the second Monday of
every February, May, August, and November, at an hour and
place to be designated, on at least one week's written notice from
the Secretary, and shall annually, at the quarterly meeting in Feb-
ruary, elect the officers and committees for the ensuing year.
They shall also meet at any other time to transact special busi-
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ness on a call of the Secretary, who shall issue such call whenever
requested so to do, in writing, by five Trustees, or by the Presi-
dent, and give written notice to each Trustee of such special
meeting, and of the object thereof, at least three days before the
meeting is held.
ARTICLE IV.
The officers of the said Corporation shall be a President, a
First and Second Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Treasurer,
an Executive Committee, an Auditing Committee, and a Finance
Committee, all to be elected from the Trustees. All these officers
shall hold their offices for one year, and until their successors
shall be elected.
The election of officers shall be by ballot, and the persons hav-
ing a majority of the votes cast, shall be deemed duly elected.
ARTICLE V.
The President, and in his absence the First or Second Vice-
President, shall preside at all the meetings of the Museum and of
the Trustees.
The Secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings of the
Trustees, of the Executive Committee, and of the Auditing Com-
mittee, and shall preserve the seal, archives, and correspondence
of the Museum, shall issue notices for all the meetings of the
Trustees, and attend the same.
The Treasurer shall receive and disburse the funds of the
Museum. He-shall keep the accounts of the Museum in books
belonging to it, which shall be at all times open to the inspection
of the Trustees. He shall report in writing, at each quarterly
meeting of the Trustees, the balance of money on hand, and the
outstanding obligations of the Museum, as far as practicable;
and shall make a full report at the annual meeting of the receipts
and disbursements of the past year, with such suggestions as
to the financial management of the Museum as he may deem
proper.
ARTICLE VI.
The Executive Committee shall consist of seven, of whom the
President and Secretary shall be two. They shall have the con-
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trol and regulation of the Collections, Library, and other property
of the Museum; and shall have power to purchase, sell, and ex-
change specimens and books, to employ agents, to regulate the
manner and terms of exhibiting the Museum to the public, and
generally to carry out in detail the directions of the Trustees;
but the Executive Committee shall not incur any expense or lia-
bility for the Museum exceeding two thousand dollars at one
time, or exceeding, in all, ten thousand dollars, in the interval
between the quarterly meetings of the Trustees, without the ex-
press sanction of the Trustees.
ARTICLE VII.
The Auditing Committee shall consist of three, and it shall be
their duty to examine and certify all bills presented against the
Corporation; and no bills shall be paid unless first approved in
writing by at least two members of this committee.
ARTICLE VIII.
The Finance C(ommittee shall consist of three, including the
Treasurer, and it shall be their duty to take charge of and invest
the funds of the Museum in its name, and to take all proper meas-
ures to provide means for its support.
ARTICLE IX.
A majority of the Trustees for the time being shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business, but five Trustees meeting
may adjourn and transact current business, subject to the subse-
quent approval of a meeting at which a quorum shall be present.
ARTICLE X.
By-Laws may from time to time be made by the Trustees,
providing for the care and management of the property of the
Corporation; and for the government of its affairs.
Such By-Laws, when once adopted, may be amended at any
meeting of the Trustees, by a vote of a majority of those present,
after a month's notice in writing of such proposed amendment.
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ARTICLE XI.
The contribution of $iooo or more to the funds of the Museum,
at any one time, shall entitle the person giving the same to be a
Patron of the Museum, who shall have the right in perpetuity
to appoint the successor in such patronship.
The contribution of $500, at one time, shall entitle the per-
son giving the same to be a Fellow, who shall have the right to
appoint one successor in such fellowship.
No appointment of a successor shall be valid unless the same
shall be in writing, endorsed on the certificate, or by last will and
testament.
The contribution of $ioo, at one time, shall entitle the person
giving the same to be a Life Member.
Any person may be elected by the Trustees to either of the
above degrees, who shall have given to the Museum books or
specimens, which shall have been accepted by the Executive
Committee, to the value of twice the amount in money requisite
to his admission to the same degree, and the President and Sec-
retary shall issue diplomas accordingly under the seal of the
Museum.
The Trustees may also elect Honorary Fellows of the Museum
in their discretion.
ARTICLE XII.
No alterations shall be made in this Constitution, unless at a
regular quarterly meeting of the Trustees; nor by the votes of
less than two-thirds of all the Trustees; nor without notice in
writing of the proposed alteration, embodying the amendment
proposed to be made, having been given at a regular meeting.
BY=LAWSV.
Patrons giving $iooo are each entitled to i Subscriber's Ticket,
5 Complimentary Season Tickets, and lo Tickets for a single
admission.
Fellows, giving $5oo, are each entitled to i Subscriber's Ticket,
and io Tickets for a single admission.
Life Members, giving $Ioo, are each entitled to i Subscriber's
Ticket, and 5 Tickets for a single admission.
Annual Members, paying $io yearly, are each entitled to I
Subscriber's Ticket, and 2 Tickets for a single admission.
[NOTE.-A Subscriber's Ticket admits two persons to the Museum every day
except Sunday, and to all Receptions and Special Exhibitions, and may be
used by any member of the Subscriber's family.
The Single Admission Tickets admit the bearers to the Museum on
reserve days (Mondays and Tuesdays) and are issued to Subscribers for
distribution among friends and visitors.]
II.
Any Trustee who shall fail to attend three consecutive Regular
Quarterly Meetings of the Board, shall cease to be a Trustee,
unless excused by the Board.
III.
No gentleman shall hereafter be eligible to the position of a
Trustee who shall not be a " Patron " of the Museum, unless by
a unanimous vote of a quorum of the Board-excepting Trustees
ex-ojjicio-nor be eligible unless his name shall be presented by
the nominating committee at a Regular Quarterly Meeting prior
to the meeting at which said election shall take place.
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IV.
No indebtedness shall (except for current expenses) be incurred
by the Trustees of the Museum, nor by any of its committees,
officers, or employees, unless there are at the time sufficient
moneys in the Treasury to pay the same.
V.
All bequests or legacies, not especially designated, shall here-
after be applied to the Permanent Endowment Fund, the interest
only of which shall be applied to the use of the Museum, as the
Board shall direct.
LIST OF AcCESSONS--4885.
DONATIONS.
LIBRARY.
MORRIS K. JESUP, New York City.
Hand-book to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Nos. i-9. 1884-85.
Russian Reproductions. By J. W. Miles.
Preliminary Report of the Committee on Bird Migration. By C. H.
Merriam.
Circular to the Keepers of Lights. By C. H. Merriam.
American Ornithologists' Union. Circular for I885.
The American Eagle. Vol. I.
Report of the Forestry Commission.
C. E. BEECHER (the author), Albany, N. Y.
" Some Abnormal and Pathologic Forms of Fresh-water Shells."
HON. R. P. FLOWER, M. C., New York City.
War of the Rebellion. Series I.-Vols. XI. Part 3; XII-XIV.
Tenth Census of the United States. Vol. IX. Forest Trees of North
America.
Tenth Census of the United States. Vol. X. Petroleum, Coke and
Building-stone.
Tenth Census of the United States. Vol. XI. Part I. Mortality and
Vital Statistics.
HON. A. S. HEWITT, New York City.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office. Vols. XXX.
and Index, 1885; XXXI. and Index, I885; XXXII. 1-7-13;
XXXIII. 1-12.
Alphabetical List of Patentees and Inventions.
J. T. GARDINER, Director, Albany, N. Y.
Report of the New York State Survey. 1884.
I. C. WHITE, Morgantown, Va.
Catalogue of the West Virginia University. 1882-83.
THOS. L. CASEY, Philadelphia, Pa.
Contributions to the Descriptive and Systematic Coleopterology of
North America. (The author.)
JED. HOTCHKISS, Editor and Publisher, Staunton, Va.
" The Virginias," a Mining and Scientific Journal. Vol. V. 12. 1884.
THEO. S. CASE, Editor and Publisher, Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City Review of Science and Industry. Vols. VIII. 9-12; IX.
I, 3, 5. 1884-85.
A. W. VOGDES, New York City.
Geology and Military Geography. Part I. Geology.
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PROF. A. S. BICKMORE,'New York City.
Random Notes on Natural History. Vol. II. I, 2, 3. i885.
New York, its leading Merchants and Manufactures. I884.
Forestry Bulletin. No. 3. I885.
" Seattle," King Co., Washington Territory.
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science. Vol. XXXIII. I884.
Rapport sur les Mines d'Etain de la Valle'e de Klian-Lalang.-J. De
Morgan.
The Life Work of Carl Wilhelm Scheele. By F. B. Hays.
H. A. WARD, Rochester, N. Y.
Notice of the Ward Natural History Collection, C. C. Exposition,
New Orleans.
Ward's Natural Science Bulletin. Vols. I; I. I, 2; III. I, 2, 3.
I88I-84.
W. N. RICE (the author), New York City.
" The Geology of Bermuda."
H. B. PHILBROOK (the author).
" Origin of Species."
D. G. BRINTON (the author), Philadelphia, Pa.
The Lineal Measures of the Semi-civilized Nations of Mexico and
Central America.
HON. JAMES C. SPENCER, New York City.
Congressional Globe. I. Ses.-Vol. V. II. Ses.-Vol. VI. III. Ses.-
Vol. VII. N. S. 1847-48, I848, I848-49, I849, i85o. Appen-
dix to I850, I851, I851-52, i853-54, i855-54, I856-57, 1857-58(4 vols.). Debates in Congress, 0. S., 1789-90.
Congressional Debates. Vol. I. I824-25; II. I825-26; III. I826-27;
IV. I827-28; V. 1828-29; VI. 1829-30; VII. 1830-3I ; VIII.
1831-32; IX. 1832-33; X. 1833-34; XI. 1834-35; XII. I835-36.
Annals of Congress. I789-91, vols. I, II. 1791-93, 1793-95, I795-96,
1796-97, I797-99, vols. I, II, III. I799-I80I, I80I-I802, I802-
1803, 1803-I804, I804-I805, I805-I806, I806-I807, 1807-I808,
vols. I, II. I8o8-I8o9, I8o9-I8Io, i8Io-i8ii, I811-1812, vols.
I, II. I8I2-I8I3, I8I3-1814, 1814-I815, I815-18i6, I8I6-I8I7.
Pacific Railroad Survey. Vols. I, II, III, VI (2 copies), VII.
U. S. Astronomical Expedition. Vol. I. Chile. Vol. III. Observa-
tions to determine the Solar Parallax.
Supplementary Papers. i885. VOl. VI. Magnetical and Meteoro-
logical Observations.
Perry's Expedition to the China Sea and Japan. Vol. II.
Colonial History of the State of New York. Vols. I, VI, VIII.
I855-57.
General Index. i86i.
WM. BEUITENMCLLER, JR., New York City.
Message and Documents. Part II. 1851-52; I. 1853-54; I. 1855-56.
Vol. I. 1871-72.
Executive Documents. 1871-72.
Commercial Relations. No. 2, i88o; Nos. 4, 6, 7, i88i; No. I9,
I882.
Foreign Relations of the United States. I870, I87I, I872, 1873, I874,
I875, 1876, 1878, I88I.
Bacon's Map of London.
The Tehuantepec Inter-Ocean Railroad. By A. D. Anderson.
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PROF. J. S. NEWBERRY (the author), New York City.
"Description of some Peculiar Screw-like Fossils from the Chemung
Rocks."
"The Deposition of Ore."
"The Eroding Power of Ice."
C. F. HOLDER (the author), New York City.
Marvels of Animal Life.
F. BRAUN, New York City.
British Mines considered as a Means of Inv-estment.-J. H. Murchison.
On Conchology, regarded as a Distinct Branch of Science. By H. J.
Brooke.
Proceedings Cincinnati Society Natural History. No. 2. 1876.
Transactions St. Louis Academy. Vol. I. No. 2.
Report of the Geological Survey of Alabama. I875.
Hilgard's Report on the Geology and Agriculture of the State of
Mississippi. I86o.
L. P. GRATACAP.
The Inter-Oceanic Problem and its Scientific Solution.
A. E. DOUGLASS (the author), New York City.
Some Characteristics of the Indian Earth and Shell Mounds of the
Atlantic Coast and Florida.
W. A. CONKLIN, Ph. D., New York City.
The Journal (formerly Archives), Comparative Medicine and Surgery.
Vol. VI. 2, 3, 4. I885.
GEO. N. LAWRENCE (the author), New York City.
" Descriptions of supposed New Species of Birds of the Families
Tyrannida, Cypselidae and Columbida."
" Descriptions of a New Species of Jay, etc."
is it Parrot of the Genus Chrysotis."
Bird of the Genus Pitangus."
Birds from the Island of St. Vincent,
West Indies."
Five " American Birds."
Birds of the Genera Chrysotis, etc."
is supposed New Species of Birds from the Islands of
Grenada and Dominica, West Indies."
a New Species of Cypselidae of the Genus Chwtura."
Four New Species of Birds from Costa Rica."
" Two " " of the Family Tanagridae
and Tyrannidae."
a New Species of Bird of the Genus Engyptila, with
notes on two Yucatan Birds."
a New Species of Bird of the Family Columbidae."
" Characters of two supposed New Species of Birds from Yucatan."
J. A. ALLEN (the author), New York City.
On an Extinct Type of Dog.
DR. J. B. HOLDER (the author), New York City.
Catalogue of Birds noticed in the vicinity of Lynn, Mass., during the
years I844-5 and 6 (50 copies).
DANIEL DRAPER, Ph. D., Director, New York Meterological Observatory.
Annual Report. I884, i885.
PROF. R. P. WHITFIELD, New York City.
Books, Catalogues, 31.
Ward and Howell's Catalogues, 5.
Mineral Catalogues, 2.
Miscellaneous Pamphlets, IO.
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GEO. F. KUNZ (the author), New York City.
" Precious Stones."
Collection of Rough Diamonds. 1885. Tiffany & Co.
H. A. MOTT, Ph. D. (Editor), New York City.
The Microcosm. Vol. V. 2, 3. I885.
SANDERSON SMITH, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Bound Collection of Catalogues.
Miscellaneous Catalogues, 24.
Report of the Central Board of Agriculture of Nova Scotia. I884.
OTTO MEYER (the author), New York City.
" The Genealogy and the Age of the Species in the Southern Old-Ter-
tiary." I, II, III.
" Insectivoren und Galeopithecus geologisch alte Formon."
" Species in the French Old-Tertiary."
F. W. PUTNAM (the author), Salem, Mass.
" Remarks upon Chipped Stone Implements."
The First Notice of the Pine Grove or Forest-River Shell-heap.
R. ELLSWORTH CALL (the author).
Contributions to a Knowledge of the Fresh-water Mollusca. I, II,
III, IV.
DR. SCHAFFRANEK (the author), Palatka, Fla.
" The Flora of Palatka and Vicinity."
PROF. JULES MARCOU (the author), Cambridge, Mass.
The " Taconic System " and its Position in Stratigraphic Geology.
WALTER FAXON (the author).
Preliminary Catalogue of the Cray-fishes of Kansas.
" A List of the Astacidae in the U. S. National Museum."
" A Revision of the Astacidoe."
JOHN BRYSON (the author), Louisville, Ky.
Geological Formation of Long Island, New York.
A. C. JONES and R. B. TROUSLOT, Publishers, Valparaiso, Ind.
The Hoosier Naturalist. Vol. I. 5. I885.
PROF. G. H. PERKINS (the author), Burlington, Vt.
" The Stone Ax in Vermont."
J. J. M. D. MORGAN (the author).
Map of Perak Valley.
PROF. C. H. PECK, Albany, N. Y.
Thirty-fifth and Thirty-sixth Annual Report, New York State Museum.
Thirty-eighth Annual Report, New York State Museum. I884-85.
PROF. E. A. SMITH (the author), State Geologist, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
" Climate, Geological, Topographical, Agricultural, Features of the
Cotton-producing States."
" List of Ores and Minerals of Industrial Importance occurring in
Alabama."
"Dr. Otto Meyer on 'Species in the Southern Old-Tertiary.'"
W. J. McGEE (the author), Washington, D. C.
Map of the United States " Geologic Groups."
A. S. GATSCHET (the author), Washington, D. C.
"Dr. Krauss' Slavic Customs."
"Dom Parisot ne produria pas le Manuscrit Taensa."
"Le Taensa a-t-il et Forge de toutes Pieces ?"
"Le Taensa n'a pas ete Forge de toutes Pieces."-Muller.
"Prince Roland Bonaparte's les Habitants de Suriname."
Bibliography of his Papers.
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C. E. PUTNAM (the author), Davenport, Iowa.
" Elephant Pipes " in the Museum of the Academy Natural Science.
SOUTHWICK AND JENCKS, Publishers, Providence, R. I.
Random Notes on Natural History. Vol. II. 5, 6. i885.
T. H. WISE, Editor, Wheaton, Ill.
The Young Mineralogist and Antiquarian. Vol. I. IO. I885.
B. SMITH LYMAN (the author).
" A Review of the Atlas of the Western, Middle Anthracite Field, Pa."
PROF. E. C. PICKERING, Director, Cambridge, Mass.
Thirty-ninth Annual Report. The Astronomical Observatory.
Observations of Variable Stars in 1884.
Annales Astronomical Obser. Vol. XIV. Part 2. I885.
R. G. PIKE, Commissioner, Middletown, Conn.
Nineteenth Report of the Fish Commission. I885.
Twentieth " " I885.
Fourth Report of the Shell Fish Commission. I885.
Fifth " " " I885.
PROF. N. H. WINCHELL, State Geologist of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
First Annual Report (second edition). 1884.
Twelfth " I883.
PROF. JOHN COLLETT, State Geologist, Indianapolis, Ind.
Fourteenth Annnal Report. I884.
THOS. LOUIS OGIER.
The Seventeen-year Locust (Cicada septemdecium).-Hartman.
DR. DAGINCOURT (the author), Paris, France.
Catalogue Detaille.
Annuaire Geologique Universel. I. I885.
E. DUPONT (the author), Brussels, Belgium.
La Chronologie Geologique. I884.
R. L. JACK, Gov't Geologist, Townsville, Queensland.
" Report on the Hodgkinson Gold Field."
Report on the Geological Features of part of the district to be trav-
ersed by the proposed Trans-continental Railway.
" Mount Morgan Gold Deposits."
" Lecture on the Bowen River Coal Field."
FRANK RUTLEY (the author), London, Eng.
" On Fulgurite from Mont Blanc."
" On Brecciated Profido-rosso antico."
V. BALL, Dublin, Ireland.
Report on the Museums of America and Canada. 1884.
Report of the Director of the Science and Art Museum.
B. QUARITCH, London, Eng.
Catalogue of Works on Natural History, etc.
DR. JONAS COLLIN (the author), Copenhagen, Denmark.
Om Limfjordens Marine Fauna. I884.
FRANK COWAN (the author), Honolulu.
" A Visit in Verse to Halemaumau."
PROF. G. LINDSTROM (the author), Stockholm, Sweden.
List of the Fossils of the Upper Silurian Formation of Gotland.
A. DIAZ, C. E., The Director, New Orleans.,
Organization, Objects and Development of Works of the Geographical
Exploring Commission in the Republic of Mexico.
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PROF. A. S. PACKARD (the author), Providence, R. I.
" On the Structure of the Brain of the Sessile-Eyed Crustacea."
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, New York City.
Journal. VI. 9, 10; VII. I, 2, 3-8. 1884-85.
TORREY BOTANICAL CLUB, New York City.
Bulletin. Vols. XI. II, 12; XII. I-II. I884-85.
NEW YORK MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY, N. Y.
Journal. Vol. I. 1-7. i885.
NEW YORK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, N. Y.
Annals of the Lyceum. Vols. X, XI. I874-76.
Annals. Vol. III. 5-8. I884-85.
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, New York City.
Hand-book No. IO. 1885.
Fourteenth Annual Report. I885.
BROOKLYN ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY, N. Y.
Bulletin. Vol. VII. 8-12. I885.
Entomologica Americana. Vol. I. i-S. i885.
MILITARY SERVICE INSTITUTE, Governor's Island, N. Y.
Journal. Vol. VI. 2I-23. I885.
NATURAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Proceedings. I885.
Extra. Nos. 3, 4. I885.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS.
Transactions. Vol. XIII. i885.
List of the Officers, Members, Rules, etc. 1885.
69 Pamphlets.
BOARD OF EDUCATION, New York City.
Manual. I883.
Directory. I884, I885.
CORNELL UNIVERSITY, Ithaca, N. Y.
Annual Reports. I880-8I, '83, '84.
Cornell University Register. I884-85.
" The Library." Vol. I. II, 12. I885.
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
Annual Report. I885.
STATE OF VIRGINIA, Commissioner of Agriculture, Richmond.
Hand-book of Virginia. I885.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, Baltimore, Md.
Circular. VoIs. III. 36-38; IV. 39-41; V. 42, 43, 45.
STATE OF NEW JERSEY, through Prof. George H. Cook, State Geologist,
New Brunswick.
Agricultural Experiment Station. Report. 1884.
di
"d it Bulletin. XXXV, XXXVI.
Annual Report State Geologist. 1884.
NEW JERSEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Newark.
Bi-Centennial Celebration of the Board of American Proprietors of East
New Jersey.
Proceedings. Vol. VIII. 4. 1885.
CONNECTICUT ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, New Haven.
Transactions. Vol. VI. Part 2. I885.
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VERMONT STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, Burlington.
Catalogue of the University. I884-85.
THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
STATION, through C. W. Dabney, Jr., Raleigh.
Annual Report. I883, I884.
Bulletin. No. I. i885.
PORTLAND SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY, Me.
Proceedings. I862-8I.
Journal. Vol. I. i. I864.
"the Portland Catalogue of Maine Plants."
MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY, Cambridge, Mass.
Bulletin. Vols. XI. II; XII. I, 2. I885.
Annual Report. I884-85.
PEABODY ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, Salem, Mass.
Annual Report. I874-84.
ARCHEAOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, Mass.
Sixth Annual Report. I884-85.
WORCESTER SOCIETY OF ANTIQUITY, Mass.
Proceedings. Nos. I, II, IV, V, VIII-XIII, XVII, XXII. I877-85.
SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION, Meriden, Conn.
Transactions. Vol. I. I884.
NEWPORT NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, Rhode Island.
Annual Report. 1883.
Proceedings. I883-84, I884-85.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY, Buffalo, N. Y.
Obsequies of Red Jacket at Buffalo. i885.
WYOMING HISTORICAL AND GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, Wilkes-
barre, Pa.
Proceedings. Vol. II. Part I. I885.
" The Manuscripts of the Earl of Ashburnham."
COLORADO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Denver.
Proceedings. Vol. I. 1883 and I884.
CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, San Francisco.
Bulletin. Nos. 2, 3. 1884, I885.
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, Saint John, N. B.
Bulletin. Nos. I-4. I882-85.
WASHBURN COLLEGE LABORATORY OF NATURAL HISTORY.
Kansas.
Bulletin. Vol. I. I, 2, 3, 4. 1884-85.
CINCINNATI SOCIETY OF NATURAL HISTORY, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Journal. Vols. VII. 4. I884; VIII. I, 2, 3. I885.
ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, through the Secretary,
Springfield.
Circulars. Nos. 120, 122, 123, 124, 125.
ILLINOIS STATE LABORATORY, Champaign.
Bulletin. Vol. II. Art. I, III. I884-85.
MINNESOTA HISTORICAL SOCIETY.
Biennial Report. 1884.
MINNESOTA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, Minneapolis.
Bulletin. Vol. II. 4, 5. I880-82.
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THE PUBLIC MUSEUM, Milwaukee, Wis.
Second Annual Report. I884.
Ward Museum Fund. Final Report. i885.
Circulars. P. M. Nos. 1-5. i885.
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN.
Twenty-ninth, Thirtieth and Thirty-first Annual Reports.
SEDALIA NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, Mo.
Bulletin. I885.
DES MOINES ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, Iowa.
Bulletin. Vol. I. I.
MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF FISH COMMISSIONERS, Lansing.
Sixth Biennial Report. I883-84.
MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, through H. G. Reyn-
olds, Secretary, Agricultural College.
Annual Report. 1871-74, 1875, I879-84.
Chemical Department. Bulletin. Nos. i-9. i885.
" Horticulture and Landscape Gardening."
KENTUCKY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Frankfort.
Proceedings Southern Immigration Association. 1884.
Chemical Analysis. A.
Reports on Timber and Botany. B.
" on Eastern Coal Field. C.
" on Western " D.
Annual Reports State Board of Agriculture. I879, I88I.
Common School Report. i88o-8i.-Pickett.
Kentucky Union Railway Company.
Report and the Progress of the Survey. I882-84.-Procter.
Speech on Federal Taxation.-Craddock.
Kentucky Crop Reports. June, 1884.
Polytechnic Society. Reports and Proceedings. 1883.
Centennial Report of the Business of Louisville, Kentucky.
Information for Immigrants. The Climate, Soil, Timber, etc.
State of Kentucky and its Superior Advantages.
Mittheilungen fur Auswanddrer.
Die Schweizer-Colonie " Bernstadt," in Laurel Co., Ky.
Letter about Colony " Bernstadt," from C. Waegli.
" "
I 9 4 6 (in German).
Thermometric Scale, comparative of Fahrenheit, Celsius and Reaumur.
Die Neue Kolonie " Alsace," in Boyle County, Kentucky.
Die Ansiedlung von " Pine-Hill-Salzburg," in Rockeastle Co.
Field for Emigration.
Letter describing Experiences in the Northwest.
Impressions of Kentucky. By an Englishman.
Climate of Kentucky compared with that of the Northwestern States
and Canada.
Kentucky versus Wisconsin.
Kolonie " New Austria " (Neu Oesterreich).
Impressions of Kentucky. By an English editor.
Ueber Reben-Kulterund Wein-Erzeugung (Ueberselzt).
Beachtungsucrthe Mittheilungen.-Brugger.
Lincoln Land Company, of Kentucky.
Nateriellen Berhaltnisse und Bortheile fiur Einwanderer.
E. M. MUSEUM OF GEOLOGY AND ARCHAEOLOGY. Princeton, N. J.
Fourth Annual Report. I885.
KANSAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, Topeka.
Transactions. Vol. IX. I883-84.
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GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY OF CANADA,
through A. R. C. Selwyn, Director, Ottawa.
Descriptive Sketch of the Physical Geography and Geology of the
Dominion of Canada.
Comparative Vocaburaries of the Indian Tribes of B. C.
Contributions to Canadian Palaeontology. Vol. I. Part i. i885.
Report of Progress. I882-83-84.
Maps of Progress. 1882-83-84.
Catalogue of Canddian Plants. Part II. Gamopetalae.
ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, Ontario, Canada.
The Canadian Entomologist. Vols. XVI. 12; XVII. I-II.
Fifteenth Annual Report. i885.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF CANADA, Montreal.
Proceedings and Transactions. Vol. II. I885.
CANADIAN INSTITUTE, Toronto, Canada.
Proceedings. Vol. III. I, 2. I885.
NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF MONTREAL, Canada.
The Canadian Record of Science. Vol. I. 3, 4. 1885.
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE AND FISHERIES, Ottawa, Canada.
Report on the Fisheries of Canada. I884.
MANITOBA HISTORICAL AND SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, Winnipeg,
Canada.
Annual Report. 1884-85.
" Our Crop Markets."
The Red River. Transactions, Nos. 12 and I3.
The Prairie Chicken. Transactions, No. I4.
Gleanings from Outcrops of Silurian Strata in the Red River Valley.-
Panton. Transactions, No. I5.
The Mound Builders.-Bryce. Transactions, No. i8.
Some Historical Names and Places of the Canadian Northwest.-Bell.
GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION, London, Eng.
Proceedings. Vols. VIII. 8; IX. 1-3. i885.
MANCHESTER GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, England.
Transactions. Vol. XVIII. Parts 3-8, 9, 10, II.
BELFAST NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB, England.
Annual Report and Proceedings. Series II. Vol. II. Part 3.
HERTFORDSHIRE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY, England.
Transactions. Vols. II. Parts 2, 3, 7-9; III. I, 2. I884-5.
Annual Report. I882.
List of Members. I884.
BRISTOL NATURALISTS' SOCIETY, England.
Proceedings. N. S. Vols. IV. Partf3. i885.
MANCHESTER FIELD-NATURALIST AND ARCH1EOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.
Report and Proceedings. I883 -84.
SCIENCE SOCIETY, Dulwich, England.
Seventh Annual Report of the Dulw;ch College. I885.
LIVERPOOL NATURALISTS' FIELD CLUB, England.
Proceedings. I884 85.
LIVERPOOL LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY, England.
Proceedings. Vol. XXXVIII. I883-84.
LEEDS PHILOSOPHICAL AND LITERARY SOCIETY, England.
Annual Report. I884-85.
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BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH, Scotland.
Transactions and Proceedings. Vol. XVI. Part i. i885.
EDINBURGH GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, Scotland.
Transactions. Vol. V. Part i. I885.
INSTITUT ROYAL GEOLOGIQUE, de la Su6de, Stockholm.
Svedmark, E. " Kartbladet Vaxholm."
J6nsson, J. " " Malmo."
Svenonius, F. "Studier vid Svenska J6klar."
Stolpe, M. "Om Siljanstiaktens sandstenar."
Nathorst, A. G. " La carte Geologique generale de la Su6de."
Blomberg, A. "Kartbladet Kungsbacka."
"Praktiskt geologiska undersokningar."
Moberg, J. C. "Cephalopoderna i Sveriges kritsystem."
Tornquist, S. L. "Undersokningar ofver Siljansomradets trilobit
fauna."
Eichstadt, Fr. " Mikroskopisk undersokning af Olivinstenar och Ser-
pentiner fian Norrland."
De Geer, G. " Om den Skandinaviska Landiseus andra utbredning."
Nathorst, A. G. " Nagra ord om Slipsandstenen i Dalarne."
Svedmark, E. " Proterobas i sodra och mellersta Sverige."
di
"9 " Om granitens och gneisens forhallande till hvaran-
dra i trakten, etc."
Svenonius, F.\ " Nagra profiler inom mellersta Skandinaviens skiffer-
omrade."
Eichstadt, Fr. " Om qvartsit-diabaskonglomeralet i Sm&1and och
Skine."
Lundgren, B. " Anmarkningar om Spondylusarterna i Sveriges krit-
system."
Hogbom, A. G. " Praktiskt geologiska undersokningar inom Jem-
tlands lan."
" Praktiskt geologiska undersoknigar inom norra
delen af Elsborgslan."
Morberg, J. C. "Cephalopoderna i Sveriges Kritsystem, II. Arltbes-
krifning."
Natnorst, A. G. "Beskrifning till Kartbladet Trolleholm."
Svedmark, E. " " " Furusund."
S
" " " " Radmanso."
Svenonius, F. " " " Grundkallegrundet."
Holst, N. 0. " " " Hvetlanda."
Seven Charts.
ROYAL SWEDISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, Stockholm.
Handlingar (Memoires). Vols. VII, VIII, XIX. I, 2.
Bihang (Supplement aux Memoires). VI. I, 2; VII. I, 2; VIII. I, 2.
Ofversigt (Bulletin). I88i, I882, 1883.
NASSAUISCHER VEREINS NATURKUNDE, Wiesbaden.
Jahrbtlcher. Jahr. 37. I884.
VEREINS FUR NATURKUNDE, Mannheim.
Jahers-Bericht. z883.and I884.
WESTFALISCHEN PROVINZIAL-VERElNS FUR WISSENSCHAFT
UND KUNST, M-Unster.
Dreizehnter Jahresbericht, I884.
NATURWISSENSCHAFTEN VERIN, in Hamburg.
Abhandlungen. Band VIII. Heft. I, 2, 3. I884.
INDIAN MUSEUM, Calcutta.
Accessions to the Museum. I884.
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COMITE GEOLOGIQUE A ST. PETERSBOURG.
Me'moires. Vols. I, II. I. 1883-85.
Reports. I883, Nos. i-9. 1884, Nos. I-IO. 1885, Nos. 1-7.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF TASMANIA.
Papers and Proceedings. 1884, I885.
Catalogue of the Library of the Royal Society of Tasmania.
THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, Sydney.
Catalogue of the Australian Hydroid Zoophytes
THE NORWEGIAN NORTH ATLANTIC EXPEDITION, 1876-78.
Christiania.
XII. Zoology. Pennatulida.-Danielssen and Koren.
XIII. " Spongiadae.-Hansen.
XIV. " Crustacea. I.-Sars.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE, Washington, D. C.
U. S. Fish Commission. " Law and Regulations."
U. S. National Museum. Bulletin No. 29.
Bureau of Ethnology. Third Annual Report, I88I-82.
THROUGH THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, D. C.
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES, Washington, D. C.
SOCIfTt GAOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE, Paris.
Bulletin. 3e Serie, tome IX. 7; X. 7; XI. 8; XII. 4-9; XIII. I-7.
I88I-85.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH, Scotland.
Proceedings. Vols. X, XI, XII. i880-83.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, England.
Proceedings. Vols. XXXVI, XXXVII. 232-234; XXXVIII. 235-
237, 238; XXXIX. 239. I884-85.
LINNEAN SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, Sydney.
Proceedings. Vols. IX. Part I-4; X. Part I, 2. I884-85.
SOCIPTA ZOOLOGIQUE DE FRANCE, Paris.
Bulletin. No. 5, 1884; Nos. 2, 3, 6, 1885.
MUSAE ROYAL D'HISTOIRE NATURELLE DE BELGIQUE, Brussels.
Bulletin. Tome III. I-41. I884-I885.
SOCItTf D'EMULATION D'ABBEVILLE, France.
Me'moires. Tome XV. I877-1883.
Bulletin. i88i, I882, I883, I884.
SOCIATA DES SCIENCES NATURELLE ET MATHtMATJQUES DE CHERBOURG.
Memoires. Tome XXIV. I884.
Catalogue de la Biblioth&que. ISt Part. 2d Edition. i88i.
SOCITE' VAUDOISE, Lausanne.
Bulletin. Ser. 2. Vol. XX. Nos. go, 9I.
INSTITUT ROYAL GRAND-DUCAL DE LUXEMBOURG.
Publications. Tome XX. I883.
DER NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHE VEREIN FUR STEIERMARK, Gratz.
Mittheilungen. Jahr. I8&3, I884, 1885.
" Haupt-Repertorium."
DET KONGELIGE D. VIDENSKABERNES SELSKABS, Copenhagen.
Oversigt. No. 3, I883; Nos. 3, 4, i884; No. i, I885.
SOCIfTA ROYALE HONGROISE DES SCIENCES NATURELLES, Budapest.
Darstellung der ungarischen zoologischen Literatur in den Jahren.
I870-I880. By E. Daday.
Anleitung zu geographischen Ortsbestimmungen. By L. Gruber.
Ungarns Tabaksorten. By Y. Kosutany.
Anleitung zu erdmagnetischen Messungen. By F. Hazslinszky.
" Die Krankheiten unserer culturpflanzen."
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K. K. GEOLOGISCHE REICHSANSTALT (Wien), Vienna.
Verhandlungen. Jahr. I884, Nos. 9-12-18; I885, Nos. I-9.
MUSEO NACIONAL DE MEXICO.
Anales. Tomo. III. 6-io. 1884-85.
NATURFORSCHENDEN GESELLSCHAFT IN BASEL.
Verhandlungen. Theil VII. Heft. 3. I885.
NATURFORSCHENDEN GESELLSCHAFT IN BERN.
Mittheilungen. Jahr. I883, Heft. II; 1884, Heft. I, II, III; 1885,
Heft. I.
NATURFORSCHENDEN GESELLSCHAFT GRAUBUNDENS, Chur.
Jahres-Bericht. Jahr. XXVII. I882-83; XXVIII. i883-84.
SOCI*Tf DES SCIENCE DE CHRISTIANIA.
Forhandlungen. 1884.
KONGL. VETENSKAPS AKADEMIEN, etc., Stockholm.
Ofversigt. 1885. Nos. I, 3, 4, 5.
NATURFORSCHENDEN GESELLSCHAFT, Zurich.
Vierteljahrschrift. 1881-1884.
SOCItT]k IMPtRIALE DES NATURALISTES DE MOSCOU.
Bulletin. I884. NO. 3.
ST. GALLISCHEN NATURWISSENSCHAFTLICHEN GESELLSCHAFT.
Bericht. I882i83.
BIBLIOTHEEK DER RIJKS-UNIVERSITEIT, Leiden.
" Het onderzoek van Dierlijke weefsels, voornamelijk van het Kraak-
been, etc."-Dekhuyzen.
" Theorie der Gedeeltelijke Differentiaalvergelijkingen van de Eerste
orde. "-Luyten.
" Diacetylazijnaether en Aethyldiacetylazijnaether.-Elion."
" Over de Complexe Getallen en verhouding van Richting.-Van
Wettum.
" Theorie der terugkaatsing van het licht door inagneten.''-Loghem.
" Mijne Waarnemingen Omtrent de Halo, etc. I882-83."-Ekama.
" Over de Hydraten van Zwaveligzuur. Chloor, Broom en Chloorua-
terstof. "-Roozeboom.
DET KONGELIGE NORSKE VIDENSKABERS, Throndhjem.
Skrifter. 1882.
SOCIkTP DES NATURALISTES DE LA NOUVELLE-RUSSIE, Odessa.
Bulletin. Tome VIII.-X. 1883-1885.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C.
BUREAU OF THE MINT.
Thirteenth Annual Report. I885.
OFFICE SUPT. U. S. LIFE-SAVING SERVICE.
Annual Report. 1884.
OFFICE OF THE LIGHTHOUSE BOARD.
Annual Report. I884.
OFFICE U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
Reports. 1883, 1884.
Report of the Cruise of the U. S. Revenue Steamer "Thos. Corwin,"
in the Arctic Ocean, i88I.
NAVY DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C.
Navy Register. July, I871, 1872; August, 1884; January, I874,
1875, I876, 1883, 1884.
Annual Report. I882, Vol. II. 4; 1882, 1883, Vols. I, II. I879,
I88I, 1884.
Report of Lieut. G. B. Harber, U. S. N. "Search for the Missing
People of the Jeannette Expedition."
Report upon the Comparative Merits of Anthracite and Bituminous
Coal.
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WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C.
Report of the Secretary of War. Vol. I. 1872-73.
Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska.
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER.
Monthly Weather Review. July, Aug., Oct., Nov., Dec., I883; Jan.,
Feb., March, April, May, June, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., 1884;
Feb., March, April, May, June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., 1885.
-Bulletin. Sept., Nov., Dec., I883; Feb., March, April, May, June,
July, 1I884.
Professional Papers. Nos. XV, XVI, XVIII.
Signal Service Notes. XIII, XIV, XVI-XIX, XXI-XXIII.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, D. C.
Consular Report. Nos. 46, 47, 48, 51-57. 1884-85.
it Labor in Foreign Countries. 1884. Vols. I, II, III.
"9 Cholera in Europe in I884.
id
" Trade Guilds of Europe."
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, Washington, D. C.
Tertiary Vertebrata. Cope. Book I. Vol. III. Hayden's U. S. Survey.
Cretaceous and Tertiary Floras.-Lesquereux. Vol. VIII. Hayden's
United States Survey.
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
Bulletins Nos. 2-14. I884-85.
Monograph. III. Geology of the Comstock Lode.-Becker.
di IV. Comstock Mining and Miners.-Lord.
is V. Copper-beajing Rocks of Lake Superior.-Irving.
it VI. Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia.-Fontaine.
VII. Silver-lead Deposits of Eureka.-Curtis.
VIII. Palaeontology of the Eureka District.-Walcott.
Third Annual Report. 188I-82.
Fourth " 1882-83.
Mineral Productions of the United States. 1882, '83, '84.-Williams.
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.
Annual Report. I884.
BOARD OF INDIAN COMMISSIONERS.
Sixteenth Annual Report. 1884.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE.
Existing Land Laws. i88o.
Land Laws of the United States. Vols. I, II. 1884.
The Public Domain. I884.
Annual Report. I884.
BUREAU OF EDUCATION.
" Building for the Children in the South."
" Planting Trees in School Grounds."
Historical Sketches of the Universities and Colleges of the United
States.
Circular of Information. Nos. 6, 7. I884; I, 2. 1885.
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY.
Contributions to North American Ethnology. Vol. V. 1882.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Washington, D. C.
A Directory of Departments, Boards, Societies, Colleges, etc.
Descriptive Catalogue of the Grasses, U. S.-Vasey.
Annual Report. 1883, I884.
Bulletin. Nos. 4, 5. Division of Entomology.
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DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS AND MAMMALS.
H. B. BAILEY, New York City.
40 skins of North American Birds.
35 sets of Birds' Eggs.
i skin of Jumping Mouse.
F. M. CARRYL, New York City.
38 skins of Birds from New Jersey.
GEORGE B. SENNETT, New York City.
II skins of rare Texas Birds.
6 skins of Mammals.
J. A. ALLEN, New York City.
8o skins of Sea Birds, mostly Shearwaters and Petrels, from Chatham,
Mass.
DR. C. HART MERRIAM, Washington, D. C.
Nests of North American Birds, including a peculiar nest of the Parula
Warbler.
W. E. D. SCOTT, American Flag, Arizona.
ii Bird skins from Connecticut.
ERNEST E. T. SETON, Toronto, Canada.
13 specimens of small Mammals from Manitoba.
JOHN B. GOLDMANN, New York City.
2 Mounted Birds and Nest of Humming Bird.
DEPARTMENT OF MARINE ZOOLOGY.
THOS. M. ALLEN, I9 Park Avenue, New York City.
A collection of Reptiles in alcohol, from the Republic of Guatemala.
A. WOODWARD, New York City.
Fifteen specimens, one species Sea Urchins, from Portland, Me., and
specimens of their interior structure.
L. P. CHILD, 26 Exchange Place, New York City.
Two Stag Beetles (Lucanus dama), and a Reptile (Aneides lugubris),
both species from North Carolina.
T. C. RUNKLE, i44 Light Street, Baltimore, Md.
Specimens of the " Seventeen Year Locust " (Cicada), from Baltimore.
WEBSTER DEACON, through G. W. Wright, Staten Island, N. Y.
A specimen of Corydalis, and a Lamellicorn Beetle.
J. B. SNIFFEN, 5 East 42 Street, New York City.
Several Insects, and vertebrae of Black Snake (Bascanion).
W. E. D. SCOTT, American Flag, Arizona.
Specimen of Heloderma horrida.
COL. NICHOLAS PIKE, Brooklyn, N. Y.
A " Pine Snake " (Pityophis), and four specimens of a Turtle (Mela-
coclemmys geographicus).
FROM THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, through Fish Commission.
I26 specimens (26 species) of Crustaceans, dredged by " Albatross "
in American Atlantic Waters; in alcohol.
PERCY R. PYNE, EsQ., New York City.
A collection of East Indian and Florida Corals, consisting, inclusive
of a few specimens of Echinoderms, Crustaceans, &c., of 125
specimens.
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GEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
T. H. ALDRICH, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Thirty species of rare Eocene Fossils from Alabama and Mississippi.
H. BOOTH, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
IO species, ii specimens from the Cretaceous and Miocene of the WVest.
F. BRAUN, New York.
One specimen (Ostrea divaricata Lea,) Eocene, Alabama.
N. H. DARTON, Brooklyn, L. I.
37 specimens of Lower Helderberg Fossils from near Cornwall, N. Y.
PROF. DOUGLAS, Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y.
i specimen of Michelinia convexa d'Orbigny, Cayuga, Canada.
Miss F. M. HITCHCOCK, New York City.
A fine slab of Gorgonia ? antiqua Hall, Trenton Limestone, Herkimer
County, N. Y.
I. T. HAZEN, West Park, N. Y.
Specimens of Utica Slate with Graptolites; five miles above Pough-
keepsie, N. Y.; west side of river.
ELIJAH A. HOWLAND, New York.
End of Mastodon Tusk found at Inwood, N. Y.
G. VAN INGEN, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
2 specimens of Utica Slate with Graptolithus divergens Hall.
G. W. LAMPLAUGH, England.
Several species of Post-Pliocene Fossils from glacial till at dry-dock.
Esquimalt, Vancouvers Island, West Coast of America.
Miss SARAH P. MONK, Cold Springs, N. Y.
i specimen of Dictyojphyton fenestratum Hall. Chemung Narrows,
N. Y.
i specimen of Ammonites Tornatus Brown. St. Cassian Beds, Ger-
many.
A. 0. OSBORN, Waterville, N. Y.
Species of Pupa; Nassau Bahamas.
W. J. WALLACE, New York.
i large slab of Oriskany Sandstone. Cobleskill, Schoharie Co., N. Y.
A. WOODWARD, New York.
6 specimens Brachiopods and Lamellibranchs, from Cumberland, Md.
MINERALOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
R. BELL, Ottawa, Can.
i specimen of Labradorite, from Labrador.
PROF. A. S. BICKMORE, New York, through Gen'l D. B. Warner, United
States Consul at St. John's, N. B.
i specimen of Albertite. Helsbough, N. B.
F. BRAUN, New York.
Crystals of Pyrite from vein in Hoboken Trap.
i specimen of Anthophyllite. Brooklyn, L. I.
F. L. CISCO, Staten Island, N. Y.
Serpentine (marmolite). New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.
i specimen of Asbestiferous Serpentine, from Staten Island.
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COPPER QUEEN CONSOLIDATED MINING CO., through Mr. W. E.
Dodge.
7 specimens of Malachite, of which two were very large and beautiful
exampleseof Plumose Malachite; 5 specimens of Azurite, including
one very large and beautiful example, crystallized; 6 very fine
examples of Stalactitic forms; all from Bisbee, Arizona.
N. H. DARTON, Brooklyn.
I specimen of Sarmarskite. Yancey County, N. C.
I specimen of Prebnite. West Paterson, N. J.
PROF. DOUGLAS, Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y.
20 specimens of Mineral Species from many localities. All cabinet
specimens.
I. EYERMAN, Easton, Pa.
Sphenoidal Chalcopyrite, Octahedral Pyrite, Byssolitic Calcite and
Apophyllite, from. St. Peters. Warwick, Chester County, Pa.
GRAND BELT COPPER CO.
2 specimens Lignite with Gypsum, four specimens Kidney Copper;
from Hardeman County, Texas.
R. C. HAHN, New York.
Io examples of polished Crocidolites. Cape of Good Hope, Africa.
GEN'L HOLDEMAN, United States Minister to Siam.
i specimen of Trachyte from the block contributed by Emperor of
Siam to the Washington Monument.
DR. J. B. HOLDER, New York.
I specimen of Molybdenite, I specimen of Fahlunite; both from New
Hampshire.
W. W. JEFFERIS, Philadelphia, Pa.
8 specimens of Minerals from Chester County, Pa., and from St.
Lawrence County, N. Y.
S. T. LIPPINCOTT, New York.
9 specimens, embracing " Coal Nuts " and Anthracite from Lehigh
County, Pa., and Pyrite from Lehigh and Luzerne Counties, Pa.
R. MCNAUGHTON, Nova Scotia, through S. D. Dill, New York.
I specimen of Gold Quartz, I specimen of massive Stibnite; both
from Hauts County, Nova Scotia.
GEO. P. SENNETT, Meadville, Pa.
I large specimen of Graphite. Bloomingdale, N. Y.
PT. STAUNTON CENTRAL MINING CO., Lake Superior.
I very fine specimen of crystallized Copper. Lake Superior, Mich.
J. C. TAYLOR.
Argentiferous and Auriferous Pyrite. Westport, Conn.
W. J. WALLACE, New York.
Calcite on a Siliceous Limestone. Stuyvesant, Columbia County, N. Y.
D. D. WHITLOCK, JR., New York.
i block of Dolomite. Westchester County, N. Y.
S. L. WILSON, Conn.
2 specimens of Garnet in Mica. New Milford, Conn.
H. T. WOODMAN, New York.
14 specimens of Muscovite (very fine), from Virginia.
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EXCHANGES,.
GEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Miss SARAH P. MONKS, Cold Springs, N. Y.
For labels, I2I specimens of Fossil Shells. San Pedro, Cal.
W. WHEELER, Washington University, St. Louis.
2 slabs of Melonites multiporus 0. & W. St. Louis Limestone, St.
Louis, Mo.
LIBRARY.
A. WOODWARD, New York City.
" Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Saugthiere Amerika's." Parts 2, 3.
-Wagner.
" Urwelltiche Saugthier-uerresta aus Griechenland."-Wagner.
"Anas cucullata, Nova Species Camtschatica. "-Fischer.
" Diagnosis piscium ad genus acipenserinum pertinentium."-
Lovetzky.
" Ueber fossile Knochen."-Rathke.
Recherches sur les Ossemens fossiles de la Russie.-Fischer.
" Lacertae imperii Rossici."-Eversmann.
" Catalogue of Shells found in the Ponds of Haverhill."-Bartlett.
" Prodrome of a Monograph of the Pinnipedes."-Gill.
" Catalogue of the Birds of North America contained in the Museum
of Essex Institute." Coues.
Katalog der im Museum und Universitats Kabinet zu Basel auf ges
tellten Amphibien und Reptilien, etc.-Muller.
" Sur les especes Insulindiennes de la famille des Nandoides. "-Bleeker.
" Notice sur la Sousfamille des Halacanthiformes."-Bleeker.
" Sur le genre Parapristipoma, etc."-Bleeker.
" Faune Ichthyologique de la Nouvelle-Guinee."-Bleeker.
lber die Eintheilung der Caecilien und tiber die Gattungen, Rhinat-
rema und Gymnopis.-Peters.
Some Runic Stones in Northern Sweden.-Stephens.
" Zur Morphologie der samentragenden Schuppe des Abietineen-
zapfens."-Willkomme.
" Bibliographiam Animalium Fossilium."-Fischer,
" Notice sur deux nouvelles Esp6ces d'Oiseaux du Bresil."-Beckle-
michew.
Notice sur quelques Animaux Fossiles de la Russie. "-Fischer.
"Grallatores: Waders or Stilted Birds. "-Hincks.
"Tentamen de Abrotanis."-Besser.
"Ueber androgyne Bltithenstande bei sohchen Monocisten und Dio-
cisten. "-Bail.
"Rhacopteris sarana n. sp. "-Beyschlag.
"Systema Percarum Revisum."-Bleeker.
"Sur la Seaphocephalie."-Zaaijer.
"Malakozoologische Mittheilungen. "-Bottger.
"Zoologische Notizen aus Sudafrika. "-Bbttger.
"Herpelotogische Mittheilungen."-Bbttger.
FRANK HORR, New York City.
The Old Red Sandstone.-Miller.
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S. LOWELL ELLIOT, New York City.
Maine Board of Agriculture Annual Reports. I862, i868, I868-69,
1873-74, 1876.
Land Office Report. 1876.
Report on Surveys and Preliminary Operations on the Canadian Sur-
vey.-Fleming.
Geology and Industrial Resources of California.-Tyson.
Physical Survey of Virginia. Second Edition. I869.-Maury.
Geological Travels. Vols. I, II, III.-J. A. De Luc.
Ohio State Board of Agriculture. Report. I869, I870.
Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture. Reports. i86o-6i, I87I,
72, '74, '77, '78.
L. P. GRATACAP, New York.
The American Educational Cyclopaedia.
WM. BEUTTENMtLLER, JR., New York City.
Treatise on Gems.-Feuchtnanger.
Catalogue of the Trowbridge Collection of Natural History.
Twelfth Meeting of the Am. Asso. Ad. Sci. I858. Programme.
Forty-fourth Annual Report N. Y. State Library. I862.
The Indian Advocate. No. i.
Statistical Abstract U. S. 1882.
Foreign Relations. Part 2, Vol. V. Berlin Arbitration. I872-73.
Senate Documents. Nos. I-52. I872-73.
Message and Documents. Part 3, I853-4; Part 2, I855-56; Part 3,
i86o-6i; I865-66; Part i, I868-69.
The Western Pilot. I829.-Cumings.
Catalogue of Books.
Americana.
it it
"I -Dufosse.
t it 40oI.-Schmidt.
MINERALOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
H. J. JOHNSTON, Lavis, Naples, Italy.
I36 Lithological and Mineralogical specimens illustrating the Vulcan-
ology of Southern Italy, comprising Trachytes, Limestones,
Tufas, Pumice, Ash, &c., &c.
N. H. DARTON.
i specimen of Thread Malachite. Arlington, Hudson County, N. J.
2 specimens Pyrolusite, Nova Scotia; 2 specimens Willemite, Franklin,
Furnace, N. J.; i large specimen of Serpentine, Montville, N. J.
CONCHOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
F. L. CISCO, New York.
9 specimens of Donax fossar Say. Long Island Sound.
FLAVEL S. MINES, New York.
I specimen of Cerithium nodulosum Bing.
MIss SARAH P. MONKS.
Shells from beaches of Southern California, belonging to the Genera
Chilostoma, Bulla, Drillia.
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PURCHASES.
LIBRARY.
Report of the H. M. S. Challenger. Vol. X. Zoology.
it
"" Vol. XI. "
"-" Vol. I. Narrative.
The Seals and Whales of the British Seas.-Southwell.
A History of British Quadrupeds.-Bell.
Check List of the Coleoptera of North America and Mexico.-Crotch
and Austin.
Check List of North American Birds.-Coues.
The Marine Mammals.-Scammon.
Manual of the Vertebrates of the Northern United States.-Jordan.
Key to North American Birds.-Coues.
Catalogue of the Birds of the British Museum. Vols. VI.-X. I88I-85.
Biologia Centrali-Americana. I.-X.-Godman and Salvin.
Palaeontographica. 3I Vols. and Supplements. I85I-85.
Schreber's Die Saugthiere. 9 Vols.
Legislative Manual, New York State. I885.
Naturalists' Directory. I885.-Cassino.
American Naturalist. I885.
Science. I885.
The Auk. I885.
Annals and Magazine of Natural History. I885.
The Zoologist. I885.
Nature. I885.
Neues Jahrbuch Mineralogie, Geologie und Paleontologie. I885.
DEPARTMENT OF BIRDS AND MAMMALS.
53 Mounted Mammals.
38 Mounted Birds.
IDEPARTMENT OF MARINE ZOOLOGY.
A skin of the Florida Crocodile-a very old adult of unusual size; of
a very rare creature.
MINERALOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
J. B. MACKINTOSH, New York.
I2 specimens of Crocidolite, polished, from Cape of Good Hope,
Africa.
WARD & HOWELL, Rochester, N. Y.
2 specimens of Stibnite Japan.
i specimen of Hematite Elba.
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GEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
W. A. HERMAN, New York.
One specimen of Pentacrinus subangularis, from the Liassic formation
of Holzmtinden, Germany.
WARD & HOWELL, Rochester, N. Y.
European specimens illustrating the Dana MJanual Series; 34 species,
40 specimens.
F. BRAUN, New York.
European specimens illustrating the Dana MAanual Series; I5 species,
i6 specimens.
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